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Altho~gh the data base for the potential exposure estimates is not yet
complete (e.g., the island of Lujor had not yet been factored into the
dose calculations), it is not expected that additional information will
substantively alter the exposure estimates; should this occur, however,
we will immediately inform you.

The calculated radiation exposure levels for living only on Enewetak,
Medren and Japtan islands are:

Maximum Individual 30-Years

with importedfood 11 millirem/year 100 millirem-bone marrow
69 millirem-whole body

without imported food 24 millirem/year 220 millirem-bone marrow
120 millirem-whole body

If it is assumed that 15% of their time is spent on the northern islands,
and that 10% of their total intake of coconut meat/milk originates from
the coconut trees of the northeastern islands,
exposure levels are:

Maximum Individual

with imported food 28 millirem/year

without imported food 51 millirem/year

the calculated radiation

30-Years ...-

250 millirem-bone marrow
.;

200 millirem-whole body
.

460 millirem-bone marrow
270 millirem-whole body

For purposes of reference, it may be recalled that U.S. exposure criteria
are:

Maximum exposure to an individual in any one year: 500 millirem-.

Integrated 30-year exposure level: 5000 millirem

Because of the uncertainties and assumptions which are inherent in deriving
radiation exposure estimates of this nature, the Atomic Energy Commission
Task Group report recommended the following exposure limits for planning
and cleanup purposes:

Maximum exposure to an individual in any one year: 250 millirem

Integrated 30-year exposure level: 4000 millirem
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Given-the assumptions and limitations stated, it is apparent that
all of the radiation exposure estimates are below both the U.S.
exposure guidance and the AEC recormnendations.

I hope that this information is helpful to you and responsive to
your request.\

Sincerely,

4!Lae.Jdti+.
Bruce W. Wachholz. Ph.D.
Officeof Environment -
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Honorable Sidney R. Yates ~ DECIZ WS: .;
Chairman, Subcommittee on Interior
CoXmlTitteeon Appropriations <J,

\

~. ~.BAIS’

House of Representatives
VJashington, D.C. 20515
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Dear Mr. Chairman:
.___/. p;,\!Ij$

As promised in my progress report of July 3, 1979, on

Enewetak Rehabilitation and Resettlement Project to your

Conunittee, I am submitting this followup report on recent

developments.

The Department of Energy during March and April of this year

conducted a new soil survey of Engebi Island and other northern

islands of Enewetak Atoll, and the results were analyzed

by the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. A draft report

entitled, “Preliminary Reassessment of the Potential Radio-

logical Doses for Residents Resettling Enewetak Atoll” was

issued by DOE on July 23, 1979. This preliminary report has

not yet been released because survey results on one additional

Rsmsy &WO R&L 6P Tu~ lsbn~bs tU THE ~-r#~~

northe~ Island, Lujor~
4
still have to be factored into

the d~se calculations. It is not expected that the

additional information will substantially alter the
#4i*~#ti~4#$ -~rb@~@~tv~& .

exposure estimates,4 Copies of the final reassessment

report will be provided to the Committee as soon as it

is released by the Department of Energy.
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The preliminary assessment report, however, enabled actions
D.

to take place on a number of pending items, and it is on these

that I report.

Planting of the Northern Islands

You will recall from my July 3, 1979, progress report, that

planting of the six northern islands of Enewetak (exclusive

of Engebi Island) had been held up pending the results of

the new soil analysis. The planting of these six northern

islands was part of the Enewetak Rehabilitation Master Plan.

The Enewetak Rehabilitation Master Plan, as funded by

appropriations through your Committee, called for residence

only on the three southern islands of the Atoll, Enewetak,
.,
....:.’.,..

Medren, and Japta’n. Coconut and other agricultural planting .“.“

was to confined to the southern islands and certain of the

northern islands. The people of Enewetak agreed to these

stipulations.

The exposure analyses in the “Preliminary Reassessment Report” .,
-.

demonstrated that, under certain assumptions and limitations,

potential situation is outlined in a September 28, 1979,

letter from the Department of Energy to the Director of the .

Office of Territorial Affairs. A copy of that letter is

enclosed for your information.

... . . .. ..- . . . . . .
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On the basis of the DOE analysis, the decision was made;in

:epternber to proceed with the planting of coconut trees on

these six northern islands and the planting program on these

islands now is underway.

Dose Assessmerit Meeting

The “Preliminary Dose Reassessment Report” also permitted the

“Dose Assessment” meeting that the people of Enewetak had

requested in December 1978, to take place. This meeting

~,ith the people of E~ewetak originally had been scheduled

for May 1979. For various reasons, it had to be rescheduled

and the meeting was held on Ujelang Island on September 19
4440 /7{

and 20. The d of the people of Enewetak still reside on

Ujelang pending a return to Enewetak Atoll. The Department

of the Interior was represented at the September meeting

on Ujelang by the Solicitor of the Department, Mr. Leo

Krulitz.

At the December 1978 meeting, the Department of Energy had been

requested to give a risk assessment review to the people

of Enewetak. Subsequently, in July 1979, the Legal Advisor

for the people of Enewetak, Mr. Theodore Mitchell, Micron-

esia Legal Services Corporation, informed the Department of

Energy that he had retained scientific consultants and he

would not need to rely upon the Department of Energy for tha~

type of information. The Department of Energy and this De-

!partment believe , however, that the United States
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executive branch also had a responsibility to report on

conditions at Enewetak Atoll to the people. The Depart-

ment of Ent?rgy, accordingly, prepared a presentation which

was given totie people of Enewetak at the meeting on Ujelang.

The presentation was given ‘“m Marshallese, slides were

shown, and a booklet describing the conditions on Enewetak

Atoll was distributed tothe people. dThe booklet, entitle ,

“Enewetak Atoll Today”, is in Marshallese and English and
v ~EMBE@

copies were provided Ar all ~s of the community.

A COPY Of “Enewetak Atoll Today” is enclosed for the Committee’s

information.

The Legal Counsel for the people of Enewetak and the indepen-

dent consultants presented a risk assessment tothe people

at a closed session to which government representatives

were not invited. Copies of the presentation given by

scientists retained by the Micronesia Legal Services

Corporation will be provided as soon as they are received

fro; the Legal Advisor for the people of Enewetak.

Engebi Resettlement

The consultants for the Micronesia Legal Services Corpor-

ation contend that the risks from living on Engebi Island

are so small as to be essentially insignificant. In their

estimation, only approximately one additional cancer death

in the lifetime of the population would result, and they

believe that it might take five g~rerations before even one
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extra case of a birth defect would appear.

0

The Department of l:nergy and its scientific advisors agree,

in general, with this interpretation of the risk analysis.

The DOE risk analysis for living on Engebi Island under varying

conditions are shown in the diagram and explanations on

pages 22-24 ,of the Booklet, “Enewetak Atoll Today”.

This Department, however, holds that as long as the United

States retains a trust responsibility for the people of

Enewetak, and so long as the United States is potentially

liable for erroneous decisions, there will be some issues

relating to Enewetak Resettlement that cannot be decided

by vote of the Enewetakese. It is our opinion that, even

though the risk of living on Engebi Island appears to be

slight, and even though the people of Engebi have expressed

a strong desire to live on Engebi, a final decision cannot
“p J
& be made without further study.
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It should be noted that when the Cleanup Program was authorized.

Jr

-.

+“”- and funded by the Congress, the Armed Services Committee made

d
.

clear that there was to be no resettlement permitted in
afc~q?leuPEv d?We3ut6klms>

Enewetak Atoll unless the~radiation~~ established by

the Energy Research and Development Administration were met.

Senate Armed Services Committee Report 94-157 of May 22, 1975,

page 10, on the Enewetak Cleanup funding by the Department

of Defense stated: (Underlining ours)

. . . ... . . . . ----- . .. . .. . .
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“The Committee agreed to a one time authorization of

- $20 million to accomplish the cleanup. The Department

is charged to accomplish the cleanup within that amount

using every possible economy measure.
The Committee

insists that radiation standards established by the

Energy Research and Development Agency be met before

any resettlement be accomplished.”

70
In hearings that gave rise that report, Mr.

Mitchell, then
4

as now,counsel for the people of Enewetak, supported the

above result, at hearings of May 7, 1975 on H.R.
5210

before the Subcommittee on Military Installations
and

Facilities (pa9e 162 - 165)’ ‘tated:

11. . . . ERDA has been, I think wisely conservative in

the standards that they have set.

So that the ultimate objective, the premise of the clean-
.

up programl is that when it is done, there w1ll not be

_ a danger~ a risk, for these people~ for the entire atoll.

.*** I don’t want these people to be endangered

at all.

.*** No danger to the people.”

Similarly, when the Department of Interior’s request for -

rehabilitation and resettlement funds was under considera-

tion before your Subcommittee on March 17, 1977, there was

. ..r, , - . . .
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strong reiteration that Federal Radiation standards would be

foll~wed. General Warren D. Johnson, then Director of DNA, was

a backup witness at this hearing and testified: (p. 768)

c81 . . .The Department of Defense is committed to clean

u

[

the island up to the standards established by ERDA,

&/
-. 9, and ERDA is committed to assure we have reached those

# P standards, so this is a coordinated effort.

/

In other

words, we cannot move anybody back until ERDA says?

“You have done what we have said has to be done.”

The Naster Plan for the Enewetak Rehabilitation and Resettle-

ment Program that was submitted to your Committee for

funding in 1977 was developed around the radiation standard

stipulations set forth by the Department of Energy and by

Congress when it approved the cleanup funding. As noted
.

ear~’er in this report, the Master Plan called only for the

rehabilitati~n and resettlement of the three southern

islan~.s, Enewetak, Medran, and Japtan, and for the planting

of only certain of the northern islands as well as the south-

ern islands. Engebi Island was not to be used for the next

35-50 yeal-s, i.e., t?
No

until natural decay of strontiul~cesium
~~ou Cz@os~L~ ~&UE&r

elements in the soil had

The people of Enewetak agreed to these stipulations and had -

a major role in the development of the approved Master Plan.

Thus, in addition to the radiation risk elements still

unresolved, resettlement of the Engebi people on Engebi

..- . ------ . ... . . ,.,
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